**Topic: Identifying Distribution**

To connect the Response ID to the participants name and responses so it will show the Response ID and not the name, all we have to do is edit the End of Survey Message and pipe in the Response ID.

First, let’s find the End of Survey Message option under the **Survey Options** in the Edit Survey Tab.

Next, we will click on the End of Survey message dropdown and find the Library you would like to choose your message from. Here we are going to create a new End of Survey message to embed the Response ID.

You can then personalize your message how you want it. At the end of the message, we are going to add the embedded data for the Response ID. To do this we are going to click the **{a} symbol** in the text editing bar.
We will then scroll our mouse over the Embedded Data Field arrow and type in **Response ID**.

This way the respondent will have his or her Response ID and the info will automatically show up in the results.

**For More Information**

Please contact Instructional Technology Services at support@mnstate.edu or 218.477.2603 if you have questions about this material.